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If we want things to stay as they are, things will have to change.
— Giuseppe Tomasi di Lampedusa (1958), Il Gattopardo, translated “The Leopard.”

America’s community colleges are essential to the nation’s well-being not just to our educational infrastructure, but also to our very economic fabric.
Trustees are the keepers of the flame ensuring that the [1,200] colleges over which they govern remain
squarely focused on needs of their individual communities and the public good.
During fall 2008, community colleges enrolled 12.4 millions, or 44 percent of all the undergraduates in
American higher education… [i]n terms of race and ethnicity representing a readily accessible on-ramp to
higher education.
— J. Noah Brown (2012), “First in the World: Community Colleges and America’s Future.”
The wealth of nations depends on systems. The early development
of an accounting system dates back to ancient Mesopotamia and is
closely related to developments in writing, counting and money.
There is also evidence for early forms of bookkeeping in Iran, and
early auditing systems by the ancient Egyptians and Babylonians.
By the time of the Emperor Augustus, the Roman government had
access to detailed financial information. Double entry bookkeeping
developed in medieval Europe with the publication of Luca
Pacioli’s (1494) textbook, Particularis de computis et scripturis.
Financial accounting diversified into management accounting with
the development of joint-stock companies in the 1800s, “forwardlooking” into the future and “value-creating”.
The modern accounting profession in England began by mergers of five accounting associations to form
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW) in 1880; in the United States by
forming the American Association of Public Accountants in 1887 (today AICPA); in Germany by forming
the Verband Berliner Bücherrevisoren in 1896, etc. (today IdW).
Accountancy was taken to an international level by the creation of the International Accounting
Standards Committee (a Delaware corporation) in 1973 and its International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) with offices in London, England, and the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), a Swiss
association with offices in New York founded in 1977 at the World Congress of Accountants in Munich,
Germany (today 175 member organizations and associates in 130 countries). IFAC does not confer
professional accounting designations.
Awareness is not enough, action is required. “In 15 years, we will have no one to teach. The
professional jobs for which we prepare students will be done by intelligent machines. The impact of
robotics and artificial intelligence on every aspect of our lives is grossly underestimated. If we cautiously
allow a doubling of technological impact every 18 months, 10 doublings in 15 years gives an increase of
1,000 times by 2030. Imagine your mobile device 1,000 times more effective.” (“Future perfect: what will
universities look like in 2030?” Times Higher Education, December 24, 2015.)
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“Blockchain technology has the potential to upend entire industries. Especially the financial sector may
undergo disruptive change [eg, auditing 100% of transactions, instant analysis and financial reporting Author]. Although this technology caught the attention of many of the largest financial institutions, use
cases still remain in the experimental phase.” (Deloitte Deutschland (2016), “Blockchain Technology. A
game-changer in accounting?”) See also “Blockchain is becoming the rage at U.S. business schools” at
www.AASBI.com .
While highly complex contracts programmed and put into the accounting operating models are
meticulously constructed by IT engineers and specialists with a minimum accounting qualification of CPA,
ICPA, CA, etc., Blockchain accounting requires operators with a solid foundation in accounting
concepts, principles and standards that are taught and tested in the IICPA’s ACPA Exam Review
program.

While the demand for accountants is still strong, a good half of the majority of currently 1,397,700
accountants and auditors employed in the United States (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2016) might well
become unemployed in the future along with many other disciplines currently taught in higher education.
Fragmented Professional Accounting Designations
Accounting designations are many. In the United States, managers, executives and prospective clients still
attach most of the value and prestige to the 664,532 State-licensed Certified Public Accountants (CPAs)
(NASB, June 2016).
While financial reporting and auditing standards are being harmonized among countries, there has been no
uniform international professional designation to harmonize the credentials of accountants and their firms.
Instead, various national licensing organizations have concluded mutual recognition agreements. The
European Directive 2005/36/EC provides for the mutual recognition of professional accounting
designations within the EU. A similar agreement exists between Canada, the United States and Mexico
under NAFTA, providing for only a limited “International Qualification Examination” (US: “IQE”) to test
the candidate’s knowledge of regional standards, rules and regulations.
ACPASM — The unified global lifetime entry designation into the accounting profession

The requirements
● Two-year post-secondary Associate degree in accounting, finance, business administration, economics, or related field at the discretion of the participating colleges and universities.
● A passing grade of 225/300 or 75% of the IICPA's Uniform ACPA Examination taken at a
participating college or university on one whole day in May or November. No grades are reported
between 69% and 74%.
● The Uniform ACPA Examination may be repeated as allowed at the discretion of the participating
colleges and universities.
● The IICPA does not charge the colleges or students for exam-setting and grading.
● One-time certification fee (no annual membership fees) for the successful applicant's life-time ACPAdesignation, payable to the IICPA of currently $725; financing option is available; no charge for
successful exam candidates 50 years of age and over.
● The IICPA believes in life-long learning. The ACPA being an entry qualification, the IICPA does not
monitor or require reporting of Continuing Professional Education (CPE).
The Institute's ACPA review course is a shorter version of the ICPA Exam Review study guide, from which
the ACPA Exam questions are taken, covering the following areas:
Part One:
Financial Accounting and Reporting
Management Accounting
External & Internal Auditing and Control.

Part Two:
Corporate Finance
Economics, Commercial Law
Introduction to Blockchain Accounting.

The ACPA review and examination is a stepping-stone to the higher level of the full ICPA course and
examination which requires a bachelor's degree in accounting, finance and related fields.

The IICPA’s Organization
Seven highly effective habits of eagles:
Eagles flock together; see prey or enemy at a long distance; do not
eat dead things; love the storm; test before trusting; train their young
to maturity; retire until new feathers are grown.

Mission
The Institute promotes the ACPASM, ICPA® and ICPA PROFESSIONAL® global unified designations
worldwide, protected by USPTO, CISO, and EU service mark application and registration.
The Institute promotes the development of dynamic forward-looking financial accounting and reporting
standards for commerce and industry, and a return to sound fundamental accounting and reporting
principles for monetary financial institutions to safeguard the economic well-being of the nation.
Vision
Resistance to change is pervasive. John Maynard Keynes famously argued that what prevents society from
creating positive futures is not a shortage of good ideas but our inability to let go of the past.
Legal Form
IICPA International Institute of Professional Accountants® is an association (Verein) organized under the
Civil Code of the Swiss Confederation with a business address in the City of Zurich under the direction of
a Board of Management (Vorstand) elected by its founding members, the International Institute of
Certified Public Accountants founded in 2003 and incorporated in the State of Delaware in 2008
(www.iicpa.com), and Michael Schemmann, PhD., CPA (State of Washington), ICPA (IICPA). The ICPA
Delaware invites international schools of business to academic members. The IICPA Verein is open to
membership by recognized international accounting bodies.
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The Swiss City of Zurich is permanently settled for about 2000 years,
founded by the Romans as a tax-collecting point who, in 15 BC, called it
Turicum. However, early settlements have been found dating back more
than 6400 years ago. Zurich is a leading global city and among the
world's largest financial centers despite having a relatively small
population of 420,000, one-third being foreigners (2017). The city is
home to a large number of financial institutions and banking giants. Most
of Switzerland's research and development centers are concentrated in
Zürich and the low tax rates attract overseas companies to set up their
headquarters there. Switzerland has among the highest standard of living
in the world. The Economist's Global Livability Ranking sees Zurich
rank among the top ten most livable cities in the world.

